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Abstract

I test for the causal impact of Black electoral victories in local elections on White Ameri-
cans’ attitude toward Black Americans. Using Race Implicit Attitude Test scores as a measure 
of racial prejudice and close-election regression-discontinuity design for causal inference, I 
find Black electoral victories cause measures of racial bias to rise, by 4% of the average Black-
White difference in IAT scores. Simultaneously, they widen racial gaps in unemployment and 
mortgage denials. Interpreting these close electoral victories as instrumental variables, I find a 
large causal effect of prejudice-based racial discrimination on Black-White economic gaps.
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1 Introduction

The election in 2008 and two-term presidency of Barack Obama motivated discussions as to

how having a Black leader affects White Americans’ attitude toward Black Americans in general.1

Empirical analysis of Black leaders has been challenging due to two issues: First, relative to pop-

ulation, Black politicians are disproportionately few in numbers, and second, Black politicians are

not elected randomly. This paper seeks to overcome those issues by looking at a much broader

set of local elections of Black politicians, and – aided by the larger sample size – by using close

elections to establish causality from electing Black leaders to racial attitudes and actual racial gaps

in economic outcomes.

Black candidates’ electoral victories can affect racial attitudes of White people through mul-

tiple mechanisms, with different effects. On one hand, the election of Black politicians could

dispel negative stereotypes associated with Black Americans.2 On the other hand, the election of

successful Black politicians may lead to a backlash effect among White Americans who perceive

such success as a threat to their dominance.3 Furthermore, having elected a Black politician, White

Americans may feel more justified in holding and expressing racial bias via the self-licensing effect

(Monin and Miller (2001)).4

In this paper, I estimate a causal impact of Black politicians’ electoral victories on White Amer-

icans’ racial prejudice and Black Americans’ relative economic outcomes, using local elections and

a close election regression discontinuity design.

1See Parker (2016) for a comprehensive review and DellaVigna (2010) for an economic analysis. Empirical studies
find results in both directions, depending on sample and methodology (for example, Goldman and Mutz (2014); Kinder
and Chudy (2016); Tesler and Sears (2010); Tesler (2016)).

2Beaman et al. (2009); Beaman et al. (2012) and Chattopadhyay and Duflo (2004) find that randomized rise of
female politicians reduce gender bias and lead to positive outcomes for girls in India.

3Theories of intergroup bias based on social dominance argue that Black politicians may raise the perceived threat
to White Americans’ racial dominance and motivate them to engage in backlash (Olzak (1990); Sidanius et al. (1992)).
While traditional sociological theories of the threat hypothesis typically studied changes in Black population shares,
more recent psychological studies find higher intergroup apathy when the outgroup competes with their high status
(Harris et al. (2008); Cikara (2015)). In contrast to knowledge-based stereotypes, prejudice derived from threat and
modulated by guilt tends to be more non-cognitive (March et al. (2018)).

4Guilt in response to intergroup wrongs has long been understood to lead to regulating one’s own prejudice (Allport
(1954); Amodio et al. (2007)). Monin and Miller (2001) argue that one act of racial tolerance endows the individual
with a moral license to express biased views in other dimensions, exhibiting the so-called self-licensing effect. Effron
et al. (2009) find that endorsing Barack Obama during the 2008 presidential election made his supporters more likely to
display racial bias against Black Americans. Kouchaki (2011) further finds that even knowing of others’ un-prejudiced
behavior leads individuals to freely express biased views.
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In order to measure racial prejudice, I use Race Implicit Attitude Test (IAT) score data from

Project Implicit Database, compiled by Xu et al. (2014). The IAT is a widely used test of sub-

conscious or implicit racial bias (Greenwald et al. (1998)). Project Implicit Database collected

voluntary online IAT surveys, along with demographic and other respondent information. To focus

on actual changes in racial attitudes rather than changes in the composition of who took the test, I

project out demographic fixed effects from the raw IAT scores, assign weights based on sex, educa-

tion, and age groups to be representative, and finally use only responses by test-takers who took the

IAT to fulfill an assignment from school or work (the “mandatory” sub-sample). I then aggregate

White respondents’ IAT scores to a county-month panel. Given about 250,000 completed surveys

per year, the resulting panel data have informative local variation and correlate with other proxies

for racial prejudice and Black-White economic gaps.

Data on local elections are scraped from Our Campaigns, a collaborative website that compiles

electoral information.5 I use data on any US election with a sub-state constituency. This includes

US federal House representatives, mayors, city council members, county executives, and county

council members. I extend the set of politicians beyond representatives and mayors in order to

increase the sample size because the representation of Black politicians in these races is so low.

For candidates whose race is not identified in Our Campaigns, I use surnames and facial recognition

to indicate race, admittedly both imperfect methods.

To overcome the identification challenge that electoral outcomes are not random, I use a stan-

dard close-election regression-discontinuity (RD) design. Among areas that had a close election

where the top two candidates include one Black and one White candidate, I compare the average

IAT scores between areas where a Black candidate won against areas where a Black candidate lost,

in the the three-year period after the elections. The three-year period before an election is used

for placebo tests. I define a “close election” as one with a margin of less than 10% vote between

the winner and the runner-up, consistent with the close-election literature.6 (Lee and Lemieux

(2010)). The results are robust to alternative definitions of close elections, in particular to defining

them with narrower margins as well as to data-driven definitions (for example to optimal band-

widths proposed by Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) and Calonico et al. (2014)), which imply

5More information available online, https://www.ourcampaigns.com/about.html.
6For example, Vogl (2014) uses a 15% bandwidth in examining close interracial mayoral elections.
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wider margins. Results are also robust to other variations in the RD specifications.

I find that a Black politician’s victory causes racial prejudice to rise as measured by the IAT

score. The average effect size is around 0.02, which is about 4-5% of the raw average gap in IAT

scores between White and Black Americans, where higher IAT score indicates more racial bias.

Before the election, there is no difference in IAT scores in areas with a Black winner versus a

White winner. The rise in prejudice is more pronounced in areas with higher Black population

share and lower income, consistent with the perceived-threat mechanism.

Simultaneously, using the same RD design, Black politicians’ electoral victories cause Black

workers to transition more into non-employment and causes Black applicants to be denied mort-

gages more frequently – consequently getting lower mortgage amounts originated per capita –

relative to White workers and applicants. Within the employment results, the effect is concen-

trated among firms in the 0-19 employee-count category. Most of these small firms are not subject

to anti-discrimination enforcement by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC);

that the effect is concentrated among those firms suggests that the EEOC enforcement may have

a positive effect in preventing a change in racial bias from causing a tangible gap in employment

outcomes.

In the last part of the paper, I interpret the close election of a Black politician as a time-varying

instrumental variable (IV) for local racial prejudice. This IV strategy is a novel approach to iden-

tifying “taste-based discrimination” in the data (Becker (1971)), that is, discriminatory behavior

driven by preferences toward one group (e.g. White people) over another group (e.g. Black peo-

ple). I highlight how this approach of identifying discrimination differs from what has been done

in the literature so far. To make sense of the various data components, it is helpful to think of close

electoral victories of Black candidates as the forcing variable or instrument (i.e., Z), racial preju-

dice measures as data on the independent variable of interest or the outcome of the first-stage (i.e.,

X), and interracial economic disparity measures as data on the ultimate or second-stage outcome

variable (i.e., Y ). The estimated second-stage impact of racial bias on racial economic gaps is large.

For example, a naive back-of-the-envelope calculation for mortgage denials using the second-stage

estimate suggests that the majority of the Black-White gap may be due to racial discrimination.

This paper makes three broad contributions. First, I document the causal direction of what

has been dubbed the “Obama effect” by showing that close electoral victories lead to higher racial
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prejudice among White people against Black people. Second, I propose using such a time-varying

“shock” to racial prejudice to identify prejudice-driven – or taste-based – racial discrimination in

employment and mortgage markets. Third, I construct demographically adjusted local panels of

IAT scores as a local measure of racial prejudice – validated against other racial gaps – and a local

election data set with the candidate races identified, which are novel data sets that have broader

applications and are publicly available. Studying Black politicians has been difficult due to small

samples, especially with close elections, and this new data set can be useful in future research.

Using close electoral victories of Black candidates, the IV methodology can be applied to

study the impact of racial prejudice or taste-based discrimination in a variety of different settings,

such as in education, policing, and judicial systems. In this paper, I focus on labor and mortgage

market discrimination, where we have the most robust economics research to lean on as well as

anti-discrimination policies already in place. Nonetheless, even in these markets, I find that the

increases in prejudice widen economic gaps. The methodological benefits of “shocking” prejudice

go beyond just having another instrument to identify the effect of race. This approach also gets

at racial prejudice or taste-based discrimination directly, as opposed to overall racial disparity that

can be driven by other mechanisms such as statistical discrimination.

2 Racial Prejudice: Implicit Association Test (IAT)

Since Becker (1971), economists have taken as given an unobserved “taste for discrimination”

and derived implications for observed behaviors, which are then tested with data. A key innovation

of Charles and Guryan (2008) was to bring in empirical proxies for the “taste for discrimination”

directly, using survey responses from the General Social Survey (GSS). This paper builds on this

idea by measuring the “taste for discrimination” with the IAT, which measures implicit (i.e., sub-

conscious) racial prejudice using an online response module. This section describes in detail the

IAT, the Project Implicit Database that measured IAT scores across the US (Xu et al. (2014)), and

constructing local measures of IAT and their time variation.

The aim of the data construction is to be able to measure changes in the racial attitudes of

a local area, in the absence of data on repeated test scores at the individual level. The idea that

the underlying racial attitudes can change over time is not new. A large psychological literature
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studies interventions that can reduce both implicit and explicit racial bias in lab experiments (Lai

et al. (2014); Lai et al. (2016)). Becker (1971) himself wrote, “Another proximate determinant is

geographical and chronological location: discrimination may vary from country to country, from

region to region within a country, from rural to urban areas within a region, and from one time

period to another.”

2.1 IAT Data from Project Implicit

The Race IAT is a widely used test of racial bias (Greenwald et al. (1998)). Respondents are

shown either pictures of faces (Black or White) and words (associated with good or bad). They use

the same set of buttons on the keyboard to classify the faces into Black or White categories and

words into good or bad categories. IAT is based on the premise that if a respondent has a stronger

association in their mind between being White and being good, the classification exercise will take

longer when they have to use the same button to classify a face as being Black and a word as being

good. The main measure, the D score, is the difference in time it takes to classify when Black faces

and good words are paired together (i.e., use the same button) versus when Black faces and bad

words are paired together. Higher scores indicate more racial bias.

Since its inception in Greenwald et al. (1998), there has been an explosion of studies using

the IAT to test various implicit attitudes. Recent meta-studies find that the Race IAT is a good

predictor of racial discrimination (Oswald et al. (2013)). The IAT has also been used in economics

as well as other social sciences to measure racial bias (Reuben et al. (2014); Lowes et al. (2015);

Lowes et al. (2017); Carlana (2019); Chetty et al. (2020)). Chetty et al. (2020), in particular, use

the same data source from the Project Implicit Database.

I get data on online IAT scores from the Project Implicit Database (Xu et al. (2014)). Figure

1b shows the distribution of the raw IAT scores in the dotted line. The data span years 2003-2017,

with roughly 250,000 tests completed per year. The online survey also collects demographic (age,

sex, race, education), political, and religious information; explicit racial bias questions comparable

to those asked in the General Social Survey (GSS); and self-reported zip code.

The rich demographic and other details self-reported in the Project Implicit Database show

how racial prejudice as measured by the IAT score co-varies with demographics (see Table 1).

By far the most salient variable is race: Black respondents’ average IAT score is -0.04 compared
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with 0.39 for non-Hispanic White respondents, that is, non-Hispanic White respondents are more

likely to have negative implicit attitudes toward Black people. To a much smaller magnitude, IAT

scores are higher for men and those with less education, two widely cited co-variates for racial

bias (Hodson and Busseri (2012)). Income and wealth gradients also show up, but the magnitude

is small, as is the fraction of respondents reporting their income and wealth. Political ideology

also correlates highly with the IAT scores. Lastly, implicit bias correlates strongly with explicitly

stated racial preferences, here measured as thermology (i.e., “do you feel warmer toward...”) and

directly elicited preference for Black people or White people (Table 1).

Since the online surveys are voluntary, the sample is self-selected and highly unrepresentative

of the US population.7 Such self-selection is a feature of most measures of amorphous entities such

as racial prejudice. For example, Google searches for racial slurs is another measure of racial bias

that is affected by who chooses to use Google and for that purpose (Stephens-Davidowitz (2014)).

The self-selection issue is potentially larger in the case of the IAT because it is a test explicitly

designed for racial bias.

Self-selection of test-takers introduces several issues to be addressed. First, the sample is not

representative of the broader population, nor especially about the geographical areas they represent

– a well known issue among psychologists who use the database. Second and more importantly,

my empirical methodology compares outcomes between areas with a close Black electoral winner

and those with a close loser. If different test-takers self-select in response to the close election, that

can induce a bias in the estimate. For example, if following a close electoral victory of a Black

candidate, more biased individuals take the test for the first time, I would observe an increase in

the area’s average level of bias, but it would be entirely due to the composition of test-takers, rather

than an increase in the level of bias.8

To address the first issue, I re-weight observations to be more representative of the correspond-

ing area’s distribution of sex, age, and education according to the American Community Survey,

as is often done in the psychology literature. I further project out dummies for sex, age, and edu-

cation groups over the entire sample. The presence of observable demographics also helps address

the second issue. As shown in Table 1, bias levels correlate with some of these observable char-
7Online Appendix Table A.1a
8I discuss each of these issues in more detail in the Online Appendix.
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acteristics. If the composition of test-takers changes in response to the election result, I expect

that to show up in these observable groups. Therefore, by checking that controlling for the demo-

graphic characteristics does not change the estimate, I can verify that composition likely did not

change (Altonji et al. (2005)). Last and most importantly, I compare responses of those who were

assigned to take the test against those who took it voluntarily. How responses differ between the

more and less self-selected subgroups within the sample will be informative in evaluating how the

self-selection of the sample as a whole may bias my results. Using the question, “What brought

you to this website?” I classify a response as being mandatory if the respondent chose “Assignment

for work” or “Assignment for school.” The average IAT score among White respondents is slightly

higher for mandatory test-takers.9

2.2 IAT Local Panel Construction and Validation

I construct county-month or county-year local panels of raw of adjusted average IAT scores.10

For the raw averages, I simply take all IAT scores among White respondents and average them for

each county-month or county-year.11

In the “adjusted” IAT measure, I first project White respondents’ IAT scores on age, race,

education (nine buckets), gender, and experimental variables (month, hour, weekday, and order

of experiment), and take the residuals. I then aggregate these residuals to the county-month or

county-year level, weighing each observation according to the fully interacted gender, age, and

education shares in the 2008-2012 American Community Survey (ACS).12

Figure 1a plots the time series average of these adjusted responses for White respondents, with

shaded standard errors and number of responses in bars (right axis). Against an overall downward

trend, there is a visible rebound starting around 2009, overlapping with the first presidential term

of Barack Obama.

In this section, I further validate the local-area measures of racial prejudice. Aggregating to

9For more details on the respondents’ reasons for taking the test and their average characteristics and IAT scores,
see Online Appendix Table A.1b.

10While respondents report their zip codes – which are finer than counties – the zip codes are not available in the
public version of the data for privacy reasons.

11While it is interesting to think about the racial attitudes of non-White respondents, the sample is smaller and it is
outside the scope of this paper.

12See the Online Appendix and Online Appendix Table A.1a for more details on the weights.
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a county panel reduces a lot of the variation as can be seen in Figure 1b. The benefit, however,

is that the IAT averages can then be studied in conjunction with events (e.g., elections) and other

outcomes (e.g., economic gaps). The bottom panel of Table 1 shows the adjusted R2 from re-

gressing the individual-level IAT scores on geography × time-period dummies. For the adjusted

scores, the county-month variation takes up 28% of the individual-level variation, which is sizable

for geographic factors. Figure 1c plots county-level average adjusted scores, using the standard

break-points (e.g., 0.65-1.10 for high implicit bias against Black people).

I further validate the information content of the local IAT panel in three ways. First, in a cross-

sectional county-level correlation, areas with higher IAT averages also have Black workers with

lower earnings than White workers, higher transitions to unemployment during the time period,

and getting more mortgage rejections but taking out larger mortgage loans per capita (see the top

two panels of Table 2a). Here, the relationships are only correlations, but these economic gaps

will be used as second-stage outcomes later in the paper. Second, areas with higher level of IAT

averages also have more searches for anti-Black racial slurs and “KKK” on Google (Stephens-

Davidowitz (2014)), higher likelihood of corporal punishment at school for Black students than

White students in states where spanking is legal, and a higher level of survey-elicited prejudice in

the General Social Survey (GSS) following Charles and Guryan (2008). These are other measures

of racial prejudice used in the literature, which correlate with the areas’ average IAT.13

Lastly, Acharya et al. (2016) proposed historical slavery intensity in 1860 as an instrument for

today’s level of racial prejudice, further instrumenting for slavery-intensity using cotton produc-

tion. Table 2b uses their empirical methodology and shows that areas with more intensive slavery

in 1860 have higher IAT averages today among White respondents.14

3 Local Election Data

Political elections provide the ideal setting for studying the effect of a salient exemplar for

both substantive and methodological reasons. Substantively, politicians are highly visible, partly

because they have to campaign to attract votes. Methodologically, election outcomes can be un-

13See the Online Appendix for more details on these prejudice measures.
14These are county-level regressions comparing within-state. See the Online Appendix for more details. The

slavery-IAT correlation is also documented in Payne et al. (2019). For the relationship between racial prejudice and
the legacy of slavery, see also Nunn (2009).
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certain and provide an identification strategy to study the causal effect of having an exemplar.

3.1 Data from Our Campaigns

Data on local electoral outcomes come from Our Campaigns, a collaborative (Wikipedia-like)

website that aggregates electoral information.15 I use data on any US election with a sub-state con-

stituency. This includes US federal House representatives, mayors, city council members, county

executives, and county council members. Given the disproportionately low representation of Black

politicians, extending the set of politicians beyond the commonly considered representatives and

mayors drastically increases the sample size. Since 2003, there were 202 Black congressional vic-

tories in the US House of Representatives, 12 Black gubernatorial victories, and 215 Black mayoral

victories in the Our Campaigns data using the racial identification scheme described below (Table

3a). Focusing on close elections between Black and White candidates, defining close elections as

those with a vote margin of 10% or less between the top two candidates, leaves 68 elections and 39

victories for Black candidates among the three commonly studied, most visible offices. Including

state legislatures, county councils, and city councils, along with other elected municipal offices

(e.g., county president) increases these numbers six- to seven-fold, to 501 close Black-White elec-

tions and 247 victories for Black candidates in such elections. The sample-size gain is traded off

against the lower visibility and salience of these local offices in determining statistical power.

To compile the election data used, I scraped the Our Campaigns website for the following in-

formation: most recent map of the jurisdiction and the associated longitude-latitude coordinates,16

history of electoral races with date, type, candidates and their vote counts and shares, and candi-

date information, in particular the user-supplied tags for race and photos for facial identification of

candidates’ race.17 Since I am expanding the set of politicians studied beyond what is commonly

done in the literature, identifying candidates’ races is a challenge, which I address below.

15www.ourcampaigns.com
16Electoral jurisdictions are mapped to counties using shapefiles, and overlapping proportions are calculated using

areas. Details are in the Online Appendix.
17See example website interface in Online Appendix Figures A.5a (for map), A.5a (for history) and A.5c (for

candidate information).
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3.2 Identifying Candidates’ Race

Candidates’ race information is provided for a small subset of those on the website, so I use

two other methods to identify candidates’ race. Whenever the website contains direct information

on race, I use that information. This small subset is also useful for judging the accuracy of the

other two methods. Table 3b shows how the candidates classified according to tags are classified

using the other two methods of surnames and facial recognition. Note that there may be errors in

the user-supplied tags too.

The second source of racial identification is the candidates’ last name.18 Surnames are a widely

used source of demographic information, not only the US.19 Using the Census 2000 and 2010 sur-

names files (Word et al. (2008); Comenetz (2016)), I classify a candidate as belonging to one racial

group, if 80% or more of people with that candidates’ last name belong to that group. For exam-

ple, candidates with the surname Little are classified as more likely to be Black, while candidates

with surname Hansen are classified as more likely to be White. Surnames are highly informative

for Hispanic and Asian Americans, but less so for Black and White Americans who tend to share

common surnames. This can be seen in the lower success rate of classifying Black and White

candidates to their races in Table 3b.20

The last source of racial identification is the candidates’ photo. Whenever a candidate has an

associated photo, I use facial recognition to infer the candidate’s race (see Fu et al. (2014) for

summary of techniques). To this end, I use free software provided by Face++. Their algorithm

classifies race into Asian, Black, and White. I again check the accuracy of facial recognition

by comparing the race from face recognition with the tag information. Among the candidates

classified as White according to the facial-recognition algorithm, 81% are tagged as being White

on Our Campaigns; among those classified as Black according to the algorithm, 88% are tagged

as being Black (Table 3b). Given the noise, I use the other sources of information first if they

are available, before resorting to facial recognition. Nonetheless, facial recognition yields many

instances where race can be identified especially for Black politicians for whom surnames are less

18First names can also be informative about race, but there is no comprehensive tabulation of first names’ racial
association as there exists for surnames.

19For example, Neggers (2018) used surnames in India to identify religious and caste identity.
20Audit studies have exploited strong racial associations of first names (Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004)), but no

comprehensive list of first names and racial associations exists.
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informative and Face++ is able to make more accurate classifications, as can be seen in Table 3b.

Even with the noise in classification, facial recognition is useful for the sample gain in this study

and for creating a database of politicians by race more broadly.

When racial information from these three sources disagree, I rely first on the tag information,

then surname, then facial recognition.

4 Empirical Methodology and Impact on Prejudice

To introduce the empirical methodology, I begin with the following “ideal experiment.” The

goal is to isolate a “shock” to White residents of a county, who often make up the majority of its

population and more often are disproportionately in positions of influencing economic decisions.

In the ideal experiment, the county gets an associated office-holder whom the residents identify as

Black. I want to then measure the racial prejudice of those White residents solely in response to

having a Black political leader.

There are two main challenges to this ideal experiment. First, Black leaders are not elected

randomly. I adopt the close-election regression-discontinuity design widely used in the literature

(Lee and Lemieux (2010); Eggers et al. (2015)). Second, the elected official may adopt policies

that directly affect economics outcomes. I will address the second concern in Section 5 where I

use the close electoral victory as an instrumental variable.

An alternative research design is a difference-in-difference estimator, comparing the outcomes

before and after election in the counties influenced, compared with those around them that are

outside the jurisdiction, assuming visibility of the elected leader is lower outside their jurisdiction.

The main concern with this approach is negative selection: Black politicians are more likely to run

and to win in areas where majority White voters’ racial bias against Blacks is decreasing (Marschall

and Ruhil (2006)). This will bias my estimate to find that areas where a Black politician comes

into office will experience a decrease in racial prejudice.21

Indeed, a difference-in-difference estimate finds zero impact of Black electoral victory on racial

bias (Online Appendix Figure A.7a and Table A.2). I compare counties affected by a Black elec-

toral victory with surrounding counties in the same state, for three years after the election versus

21An alternative solution is to add parametric time controls for trends in racial prejudice (e.g., linear trends). In this
case, identification relies having the correct parametric specification.
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three years preceding the election. I follow Gormley and Matsa (2011) in constructing a difference-

in-difference estimator with multiple events.22 To overcome the endogeneity concern, I turn to a

regression-discontinuity design, exploiting close elections.

4.1 Regression Discontinuity Design and Estimates

Since Lee et al. (2004) and Lee (2008), a large literature has utilized close-election regression-

discontinuity (RD) design as an identification scheme to estimate the causal impact of a political

victory, with well-established econometrics methodology.23 According to this literature, winning

a closely contested election is considered as good as random (Eggers et al. (2015)).

I use various RD specifications and find consistent estimates. In the main specification, I follow

the close-election literature and define “close elections” as those where the vote margin between

the winner and the runner-up is 10% or less. The choice of bandwidth is of first-order importance

in a valid RD design. My choice of a 10% bandwidth is slightly narrower than what has been used

in the literature.24 It is also narrower than the optimal robust bandwidth (Calonico et al. (2014)),

and I report results using that wider bandwidth as well as other specifications. Lastly, using the

10% definition, roughly half of Black-White close elections are won by the Black candidate in

each type of election (see last two columns of Table 3a), consistent with the unpredictability of

close elections.

For each election, I compile counties fully or partially in the electoral jurisdiction for three

years following the election for the main estimate. The final sample compiles samples across

all elections where the top two candidates included one Black and one White candidate. “Vote

margin” is defined as the vote share of the Black candidate minus that of the White candidate, i.e.,

positive “vote margin” indicates a Black electoral victory. For observations with election i, county

j and event month t, I estimate the following regression model:

Yi jt = α + γ11{vote margin > 0}it +δ0 [vote margin]−it +δ1 [vote margin]+it +ηi jt

22The Online Appendix contains details of the difference-in-difference estimate, for both IAT and for economic
gaps.

23Imbens and Lemieux (2008); Lee and Lemieux (2010); Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012); Calonico et al. (2014)
24For example, Vogl (2014) used 15% bandwidth in examining interracial mayoral elections.
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where the first indicator is a dummy for Black electoral victories, and the second and third terms

are linear controls for negative and positive vote margins, respectively. Observations are weighted

only by the share of county population impacted by the election.

Because the identifying assumption is that omitted variables cannot predict who will win

among closely contested elections (Lee and Lemieux (2010)), the RD estimator is consistent

whether I use just the level of IAT in the after period or the change in IAT from before to after

the election. I use the level here, and use the three years preceding the election as a placebo test.

That is, if electoral victories in close elections are random, election victory should not predict

previous prejudice levels.

Columns (1)-(2) and (7)-(8) of Table 4 show the regression estimates. The top panel is the

main estimate from the after-election period, and the bottom panel is the placebo estimate from the

before period. Columns (1) and (7) use the raw, unadjusted IAT averages as the outcome variable,

for all White respondents and all White mandatory test-takers, respectively. Columns (2) and (8)

use the adjusted IAT averages, for all and mandatory test-takers. Column (2) is the main estimate,

with a statistically significant effect size of around 0.02. This specification is also graphically

shown in Figure 2: At the discontinuity threshold at 0, there is no gap in the linear regression lines

before the election, but it shows up after the election.

Relative to close electoral defeats, close electoral victories of Black candidates causally raise

White residents’ IAT scores by around 0.02 on average in a county. The effect size is large, at 4-5%

of the gap in IAT scores between all Black and White respondents in the Project Implicit Database.

For comparison, in psychological lab experiments, one of the more effective interventions to reduce

implicit bias – implementation intentions – reduces an experimental subject’s IAT by 0.05 over

three days.25 Given that this is an estimate of an individually targeted intervention over a three-day

period, an increase in IAT scores of around 0.02 in county averages over multiple quarters is a

large causal impact on implicit bias.

By contrast, the corresponding pre-period regressions yield estimates that are statistically not

different from zero. By using the same outcome in the before period, I confirm that Black electoral

victories among close elections are indeed “shocks.” Moreover, I am able to run the same RD

specification quarter-by-quarter relative to the election quarter, and I plot the RD estimates in

25Lai et al. (2013); Lai et al. (2014); Lai et al. (2016); Paluck et al. (2020)
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Figures 3a and 3b using raw and adjusted IAT scores, respectively. There is a stable zero difference

leading up to the election, but discontinuity rises in the quarters following the election, and comes

back down eventually. Both the pre-period placebo and the time series plots of RD estimates

suggest that the RD design is picking up a causal estimate.

The RD estimate is robust to alternative specifications of the RD design. Since bandwidth is

often the most sensitive parameter of an RD design (Imbens and Lemieux (2008); Imbens and

Kalyanaraman (2012)), Column (3) of Table 4 uses a narrower bandwidth at 5%. Columns (4)-(6)

and (9) follow robust bandwidths of Calonico et al. (2014), which are wider than the 10% in the

main specification and as wide as 32%, along with triangular kernels, i.e., elections with larger

margins are assigned lower weights. Columns (5) and (6) use quadratic and cubic polynomials,

respectively, on either side of the discontinuity threshold. Across these specifications, the post-

period estimate is consistent at around 0.02, with statistically insignificant estimates before the

election.

4.2 Heterogeneity by County and Office Types

The treatment effect is concentrated almost exclusively in counties with a higher-than-median

population share of Black residents and counties with lower-than-median income level, and to a

lesser extent in counties with a higher-than-median initial level of prejudice26 (first three columns

in Table 5). These estimates are from a regression specification that additionally interacts the

indicator for an electoral victory of a Black candidate and the linear terms on either side of the

discontinuity threshold with a dummy for the county having a higher level of IAT, population

share of Black residents, or income, independently.27

The county-type-dependent results are broadly consistent with the threat mechanism (Olzak

(1990)), which postulates that racial bias among White people is a non-cognitive response to a

perceived threat represented by an out-group, due to competing numbers or status. Consistent

with this mechanism, the bias response to Black candidates’ victories is higher in areas with more

Black residents. Also consistent, the response is higher in lower-income counties, where weaker

26Initial level is measured as the average adjusted IAT level in 2005, the first year with more than 100,000 White
responses.

27RD design is already a taxing empirical design in terms of statistical power, and these heterogeneity-by-county-
type estimates effectively cut the number of counties used to estimate each parameter.
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economic security among White residents may lead them to perceive a higher threat from gains in

status of Black residents via electoral victories (Bobo (1988)).

The bias response is also higher in areas with higher initial levels of prejudice, albeit with

weaker statistical power, and the level of prejudice is positively correlated with Black population

share and negatively with income (Table 1). This may help explain the apparent contrast with

Beaman et al. (2009), which found women politicians have a positive impact on women’s outcomes

in India in more open-minded provinces. Possibly more importantly, perceived threat – the likely

mechanism at play in this paper – is proposed as one of the main explanations for racial bias but

less so for gender bias, for which cognitive stereotypes may be the dominant mechanism as pointed

out by Beaman et al. (2009).

The last three columns of Table 5 present sub-sample estimates by the type of office for mayor

and US House of Representative elections. These offices are more salient and visible, and the

estimated impact on IAT is higher, at 0.06 and 0.12, respectively. However, the sample sizes are

small, and the standard errors are large, especially for US House elections.

5 Effect on Racial Gaps in Employment and Credit

With close electoral victories of Black politicians increasing White residents’ racial bias, this

section finds a simultaneous impact on economic gaps between Black people and White people.

There are many possible outcomes, but I focus on employment and mortgage markets for two

reasons. First, these markets and racial discrimination therein are the most heavily researched

with widely used data sets. Second, these markets already have policies in place to prevent racial

discrimination. If I find rising taste-based discrimination here, the impact may be greater in areas

without such policy protection.

Using the same RD design, I find a large impact on widening economic outcomes. This real

impact contrasts with psychology lab experiments that can lower implicit bias but often do not

find corresponding behavioral responses, possibly because it is difficult for lab studies to follow

up with substantial real-life behaviors (Lai et al. (2016)). By contrast, in studies that rely on non-

experimental data such as this paper, it is more difficult to establish clean causation onto racial

prejudice, but it is easier to measure behavioral impact; this contrast highlights the benefit of being
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able to identify a shock to racial prejudice in non-experimental settings.

5.1 Data on Employment and Mortgages

For employment and mortgage outcomes, both data sources and variable definitions are widely

used in the literature. The main outcome of interest is defined as outcomes for Black workers

and loan applicants minus outcomes for White workers and loan applicants.28 Data on economic

outcomes are in county-year panels, to be consistent across the two data sources.29

Data on employment come from Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) and refer to all private

employment at the county-level (Abowd et al. (2009)). The QWI county panel data are aggregated

from the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics linked employer-employee microdata. The

LEHD data cover 95% of private-sector jobs, and are constructed from state-level administrative

records (such as Unemployment Insurance earnings data) and federal administrative data. I use two

main measures. The first is the share of those employed in the beginning of the year who transition

into non-employment during that year. This is a flow measure and is likely the most responsive to

underlying attitudes, given that wages may be sticky in the labor market. The second measure is

the employment-to-population ratio, which is the corresponding stock measure.

Data on mortgage denial come from the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data (HMDA

(2017)). I use two main measures. The first is the Black-White difference in mortgage denial rates,

calculated as the number of mortgage applications for owner-occupied housing that were rejected,

divided by all loans that were originated or denied. The rejection rate is a widely used metric in the

mortgage discrimination literature, but rejection rate is affected by who applies – an endogenous

decision – so I also look at the Black-White difference in log mortgage origination amounts per

capita.

5.2 Regression Discontinuity Estimates

To assess the impact of Black electoral victories on racial gaps in economic outcomes, I use the

same RD specification on the election-county-year data. Again, relying on close elections achieves

28This is equivalent to regressing the outcomes themselves on the RD regressors interacted with the corresponding
race indicators.

29The highest observable frequency of the public HMDA data is year.
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identification in an environment where non-close electoral victories of Black candidates can be

confounded by improving racial attitudes or Black Americans’ economic condition. Furthermore,

since identification comes from the assumption that close victories are effectively random, addi-

tional controls (e.g., income in mortgage regressions) can improve the efficiency of the estimator

but do not impact its consistency (Lee and Lemieux (2010), section on “Irrelevance of including

baseline covariates”).

Looking at economic gaps, the top panel of Table 6 shows that Black politicians’ electoral

victories cause Black workers to transition more into non-employment (flow), fewer Black workers

to be in employment (stock), Black mortgage applicants to be denied mortgages at a higher rate,

and Black people to get lower amounts of mortgages per capita than their White counterparts.

The magnitudes are again large. Following a close electoral victory for a Black candidate,

Black workers are 2.5 percentage points more likely to transition to unemployment per year in flow

terms, resulting in a 5 percentage point lower employment-to-population ratio in the three-year

time period following the election on average. Simultaneously, the rejection rate for Black mort-

gage applicants rises 3.5 percentage points relative to White applicants, leading to a 25 percentage-

point lower per capita mortgage origination in relative terms. These are large increases in racial

gaps that accompany the rise in racial bias.

In the next section, I will combine these RD estimates on economic gaps along with the changes

in racial bias as measured by IAT scores to quantify how much of these economic racial gaps are

caused by racial bias.

5.3 Interaction with Anti-discrimination Law

There are regulations at many levels of the government that are designed to prevent discrim-

inatory practices in employment and mortgage markets. The Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC) is at the center of this effort for employment, processing the majority of

employment-related discrimination claims (Selmi (1996)). Federal enforcement of the EEOC ap-

plies to private firms with 15 or more employees.

The QWI employment data provide statistics by firm-size categories in the following groups:

firms with 0-19, 20-49, 50-249, 250-499, and 500 or more employees. Computing the transition-

to-unemployment ratios for firms in each firm-size category independently and taking the Black-
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White difference as above, I show in the bottom panel of Table 6 the RD estimates for these

employee-count categories.

The positive impact of Black electoral victories on the Black-White gap in transition to unem-

ployment is concentrated among firms in the 0-19 employee count, for the majority of which the

EEOC does not enforce. The estimate is 20% bigger than the overall estimate. However, with the

conservative RD methodology, heterogeneity estimates are not precise.30

These estimates are consistent with the possibility that the anti-discriminatory enforcement by

the EEOC may be effective in stopping the rise in racial bias against Black workers from trans-

lating into higher firing of Black employees. Another possibility is that taste for discrimination is

decreasing in firm size; this latter possibility is less likely given that the estimates – while impre-

cisely estimated – do not exhibit any monotonic pattern.

6 Identifying Taste-based Discrimination

Close electoral victories of Black candidates increases both racial bias as measured by the IAT

and economic gaps between White people and Black people. If the only substantial impact of

the electoral victory is on White residents’ perceived racial bias, I can interpret the close electoral

victories as instrumental variables for the racial bias, to estimate an IV estimate of racial bias on

economic gaps.

This IV methodology depends crucially on the assumption that the political victories do not

otherwise affect economic outcomes, especially through public policies enacted by Black politi-

cians.

Here I rely on a large political science literature examining the impact of Black mayors and

their policies. The key question in these studies is whether active political participation matters for

voicing the preferences of minority constituents, as opposed to passive participation in the form

of voting; in particular they test whether Black mayors enact more liberal policies.31 Most recent

studies find that the racial identity of mayors has no direct policy impact due to constraints that

30These heterogeneity estimates are nonetheless more precise than the IAT heterogeneity estimates. Here, the
heterogeneity is on the outcome variable, whereas with the IAT heterogeneity by region, an additional estimate halves
the number of events used.

31Keller (1978); Abney and Hutcheson Jr (1981); Saltzstein (1989); Marschall and Ruhil (2006); Hopkins and
McCabe (2012); Nye et al. (2014); Eggers et al. (2015); Brollo and Troiano (2016)
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municipal executives face, except in a few policing practices.32 These studies suggest that if the

election of Black politicians has an economic impact, it is less likely to be through actual public

policy changes. And that elections with Black candidates receive more attention as measured by

higher White and Black voter turnout suggests a possible psychological channel if Black electoral

victory affects economic outcomes of Black and White constituents (Washington (2006)).

6.1 Instrumental Variable (IV) Estimator

I start from the standard RD exclusion restriction that whether the Black candidate wins or

loses in a close election is uncorrelated with local conditions, except through its effect on local

racial prejudice: E
[
1{vote margin > 0}it εi jt |IATi jt

]
= 0 where εi jt is the unobservable factors in

Yi jt = β0 + β1IATi jt + εi jt for some Black-White economic disparity measure Yi jt in county j in

year t, surrounding an election i.

This exclusion restriction motivates the following two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimator.

Yi jt = β0 +β1 ˆIATi jt + δ̃0 [vote margin]−it + δ̃1 [vote margin]+it + εi jt

IATi jt = α + γ11{vote margin > 0}it +δ0 [vote margin]−it +δ1 [vote margin]+it +ηi jt

for election i, county j and year t, where the linear controls on either side of the vote margin enter

both first stage and second stage regressions. The instrumental variable is 1{vote margin > 0}it ,

which has a first-stage partial F-stat of 8.34, making it a borderline weak instrument.

The main IV estimation results are reported in the middle panel of Table 6. Given the exclusion

restriction, the first row estimates show the causal impact of 1-point increase in the composition-

adjusted IAT score among White residents in the county. To interpret the magnitude of the estimate

for mortgage rejection rate, a 0.1 increase in racial bias among White residents as measured by the

IAT would lead the Black-White rejection rate gap to widen by 6.3 percentage points.

For a naive back-of-the-envelope calculation, the mortgage rejection rate estimate of 0.634

along with the overall average IAT score of 0.31 implies that if all racial bias against Black residents

as measured by the IAT fell to 0, the rejection rate gap would fall by roughly 20 percentage points,

32Studies looking at party or gender find similar results (Ferreira and Gyourko (2014); Ferreira and Gyourko (2009)).
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equivalent to the actual rejection rate gap. Such an extrapolation likely over-estimates the true

counterfactual, given endogenous responses and that the estimated β1 is a local average treatment

effect (LATE), but nevertheless demonstrates that the IV estimate is large.

6.2 Relation to Other Identification Schemes

This paper proposes using close electoral victories of Black candidates as a time-varying

“shock” to racial prejudice to identify directly taste-based racial discrimination in observational

data. Here, I discuss how this identification scheme relates to and differs from other identification

schemes for racial discrimination.

In broad conceptual terms, the identification schemes for racial discrimination in observational

data and experiments estimate one of the following regressions:

Yi = βBlacki +XiΓ+ ε̃i (1a)

Yi = β ˆBlacki + εi (1b)

Yi j = βBlacki×prejudice j +δBlacki + εi j (1c)

Yi jt = βBlacki× ˆprejudice jt +δBlacki + εi jt (1d)

for individuals i, their economic outcome Yi (e.g. whether their mortgage application is rejected)

and Blacki is individual i’s race indicator, for example. Hats indicate instrumented second-stage

regressors.

The majority of studies on racial discrimination using observational data estimate regressions

in the form of equation 1a (Charles and Guryan (2011)), where Xi is a vector of controls such as

income. The estimated coefficient β̂ identifies racial discrimination if controls remove all varia-

tions unrelated to discrimination. There is a well-known over-controlling problem here: if an area

is highly prejudiced in both the mortgage market and the labor market, Black residents may both

earn less than White residents and have their mortgage applications rejected more frequently. In

such a setting, it is possible for the specification to estimate β̂ = 0, even though the mortgage mar-

ket also practices racial discrimination. In other words, β̂ from such specifications can only tell us

how discriminatory the market for Yi is relative to the markets for the controls in Xi.
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Audit studies get around this issue by essentially “shocking” Blacki by experimentally varying

the perceived race of the applicant. By submitting identical applications but only varying the name

of the applicant, these studies estimate equation 1b, where ˆBlacki can be thought of as the perceived

probability that an applicant is Black given that their name is Lakisha or Jamal as opposed to Emily

or Greg ( Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004)).

A few papers take a different approach. Starting from the insight that the taste for discrimina-

tion is a combination of the target of discrimination and the intensity of racial prejudice, they esti-

mate regressions of the form 1c by using local measures of prejudice j. Charles and Guryan (2008)

used General Social Survey responses to get geographical variations in prejudice j. Other papers

extend this by “shocking” the level of prejudice: Acharya et al. (2016) instrument for prejudice j

use the historical prevalence of slavery driven by cotton production intensity in 1860, and Schindler

and Westcott (2021) using the historical presence of American soldiers (GIs) in Europe.

This paper extends this second approach. I associate whole county-years with a level of racial

prejudice and find proxies for it. I “shock” this local prejudice with close electoral victories.

Then, I estimate equation 1d for a consistent estimate of β̂ without additional controls. The panel

structure allows me to verify that my instrument is truly a “shock” by using the previous period for

placebo tests.33

7 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper makes three contributions. First, by using IAT scores from the Project Implicit

Database to measure racial bias and close-election RD design for identification, I find that the elec-

tion of Black candidates raises White residents’ racial bias against Black residents. Second, using

this as an instrumental variable for shifting “tastes for discrimination” and looking at Black-White

economic gaps in employment and mortgage outcomes, I find a large effect of racial prejudice

on Black-White gaps, implying a substantial role for racial discrimination in explaining observed

racial gaps. Third, by web-scraping Our Campaigns for election data and using facial identifica-

tion to categorize racial groups of political candidates, I construct detailed local-election data with

33Conceptually this method compares different geographical areas as opposed to different markets (for example,
mortgage market compared to labor market as above). As a result, I cannot conclude which market in a geographical
area exhibits prejudice, but I can say that city X has more discrimination than city Y.
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candidate race information, which can be useful for studying active political participation across

demographic groups.

This research raises several policy implications. First, more research is needed into what can

change racial prejudice and how that can impact economic outcomes. Second, the EEOC may be

effective in preventing a rise in prejudice from spilling over into actual unemployment for Blacks,

based on the result that the adverse effects are concentrated among small firms that the EEOC does

not reach. While there are costs to be considered expanding EEOC to small employers, this finding

suggests the benefit may be bigger than expected especially if racial bias is prone to change. Third,

this research finds a large role of racial discrimination in employment and mortgage markets: More

anti-discriminatory policy may be needed for both efficiency and equity.

Using Black electoral victories in close elections as a “shock” to racial bias can be applied to

study the impact of racial prejudice in other settings, such as in education, policing, and the justice

system, to name a few. More broadly, natural experiments that “shock” racial prejudice can be a

useful methodology for directly identifying taste-based discrimination in observational data.
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Figure 1: IAT

Panel (a) plots the average Race Implicit Association Test (IAT) D score for White respondents
from Project Implicit Database. The average has been taken after projecting out dummies for age
(each whole number), nine education buckets and gender. Panel (b) plots the distribution of raw
Race IAT D score from Project Implicit Database for 2002-2017. The D score has a possible range
of -2 to +2, where higher number indicates bias against Black Americans. The vertical red lines
indicate break points for a common description of pro-White bias.

(a) Time series (White, adjusted) (b) Individual vs. averaged distribution

(c) Map of IAT
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Figure 2: Regression Discontinuity

Both panels plot bin scatters of average Race IAT D score among White respondents from Project Implicit Database: panel (a) is for
the three-year window before an election (i.e. placebo period); panel (b) is for the three-year window after the election (i.e. treatment
period). Each point represents within-bin averages of Race IAT D scores across election-county-month level observations), where the
bins are defined by each whole-number percent of vote margin. The sample has been restricted to elections where the winner and the
runner-up include one Black and one White candidate; vote margin is defined as the percentage point difference between the Black
candidate and the White candidate (i.e. positive vote margins represent elections where the Black candidate won, while negative vote
margins represent elections where the Black candidate lost to the White candidate). The averages were formed using Race IAT D
scores after projecting out dummies for age (each whole number), nine education buckets and gender. The vertical dotted line divides
Black candidates’ losses on the left to their victories on the right. The thick dark-blue lines are local polynomial lines on either side
of the discontinuity, along with the associated 95% confidence intervals in thin Black lines, weighted using an Epanechnikov kernel
and 2% bandwidth. The vertical distance along the vertical dotted line between the two red lines is a rough estimate of the regression
discontinuity estimate. For alternative specifications, see Online Appendix Figures A.8, A.9 and A.10.

(a) Before the election (“Placebo”) (b) After the election (“Treatment”)27



Figure 3: Time series of discontinuity

Both panels plot time series of regression discontinuity estimates of the Race IAT D score between areas with a close Black winner and
a close Black loser, for non-overlapping 3-month windows relative to the election. Each red point is the estimate γτ from

Yi jτ = α
τ + γ

τ1{vote margin > 0}iτ +δ
τ
0 [vote margin]−iτ +δ

τ
1 [vote margin]+iτ + εi jτ

for election i, county j and relative quarter τ relative to the election quarter, with 95% confidence intervals shaded in gray. The vertical
red line at 0 indicates the 3-month period starting from the month of election; points to the right of the vertical line represents non-
overlapping 3-month periods after the election. The regression discontinuity estimates have been estimated from by using elections
where the vote margin between the winner and the runner-up was within 10%, with linear controls on either side of the discontinuity.
Regressions have been run on observations at the election-county-month level, with each observation weighted by the fraction of the
county affected by the eleciton.

(a) Raw IAT (b) Adjusted IAT
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Table 1: Project Implicit Database Summary Statistics

This table reports summary statistics for IAT D scores from the Project Implicit Database. The
top panel reports the raw mean and standard deviation of the IAT D score by sub-groups, along
with the share of total sample represented by that sub-group in the Project Implicit Database. The
shares do not add up to 1 where there are missing/unknown values for the sub-group variables. The
bottom panel reports the adjusted R2 values regressing the IAT D variable on geographic and/or
time fixed effects. ”Adjusted” IAT D scores are residuals from regressing the raw IAT D scores on
sex, age and education dummies, which are then weighed to be representative of the US according
to weights from the American Community Survey.

Group Mean S.D. Share Group Mean S.D. Share

Total 0.31 0.44 <19 (Whites) 0.38 0.40 0.22
Asian 0.33 0.43 0.05 19-22 0.41 0.40 0.25
Black -0.04 0.45 0.11 23-29 0.38 0.41 0.19
Hispanic 0.28 0.43 0.10 30-39 0.37 0.43 0.15
White 0.39 0.41 0.65 40+ years old 0.38 0.44 0.18

Whites aged 23+ only below
Voluntary test 0.35 0.44 0.31 Male 0.40 0.43 0.46
Mandatory 0.38 0.42 0.28 Female 0.36 0.42 0.54
Northeast 0.38 0.43 0.18 Up to HS grad 0.42 0.42 0.04
Midwest 0.38 0.42 0.26 Some college 0.41 0.41 0.28
South 0.39 0.42 0.32 College grad 0.38 0.43 0.29
West 0.35 0.43 0.24
Income <$20k 0.31 0.43 0.01 Wealth <$5k 0.30 0.44 0.02
$20k - $40k 0.32 0.44 0.02 $5k - $20k 0.32 0.43 0.02
$40k - $60k 0.32 0.44 0.02 $20k - $100k 0.33 0.44 0.02
$60k - $90k 0.32 0.45 0.02 $100k - $500k 0.33 0.45 0.02
>$90k 0.33 0.45 0.03 >$500k 0.34 0.46 0.01
Conservative 0.44 0.41 0.26 Christian 0.40 0.42 0.45
Neutral 0.40 0.41 0.19 Other rel 0.35 0.44 0.09
Liberal 0.33 0.43 0.52 Not religious 0.35 0.43 0.33

By explicit bias measures (Whites aged 23+)
Warm to Black 0.20 0.46 0.07 Prefer Black 0.13 0.46 0.03
Neutral 0.34 0.42 0.60 Equally 0.33 0.42 0.52
Warm to White 0.49 0.40 0.30 Prefer White 0.47 0.41 0.35

Geographic factors adjusted R2 (Whites aged 23+)
IAT variable State × year County County × yr County × mo

Raw 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Adjusted 0.02 0.05 0.15 0.28
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Table 2: IAT validation

These tables report the cross-sectional and panel relationship between the local average of the Race
IAT D score and the variables in column headers. The cross-section is either a county or a Nielsen
Designated Market Area. See text for definition and source for each variable used here. In panel
(b), the sample is restricted to slave states in 1860, and state fixed effects are included, following
Acharya et al. (2016). Standard errors are in parentheses.

(a) Cross-sectional correlations

Outcome IAT D (s.e.) Constant (s.e.) Adj R2 N Unit

Labor market
Earning -0.054 ( 0.018 ) -0.401 ( 0.010 ) 0.008 3,064 county
To non-emp 0.015 ( 0.004 ) -0.025 ( 0.001 ) 0.068 3,072 county

Mortgage
Reject rate 0.052 ( 0.008 ) 0.171 ( 0.003 ) 0.063 2,511 county
Origination 0.063 ( 0.054 ) -1.139 ( 0.024 ) 0.271 2,758 county

Other prejudice measures
Google n-word 0.551 ( 0.210 ) 3.190 ( 0.032 ) 0.178 204 DMA
Google KKK 0.299 ( 0.191 ) 2.508 ( 0.045 ) 0.224 207 DMA
Spanking (b-w) 0.013 ( 0.006 ) 0.004 ( 0.001 ) 0.009 105 DMA
GSS 0.319 ( 0.266 ) -0.884 ( 0.028 ) 0.061 350 county

Miscellaneous
Obama -0.127 ( 0.024 ) 0.504 ( 0.009 ) 0.068 3,086 county
Income -0.146 ( 0.041 ) 3.344 ( 0.017 ) 0.068 3,098 county
Pop Black 0.103 ( 0.014 ) 0.120 ( 0.007 ) 0.007 3,103 county

(b) By historical slavery intensity in 1860

IAT D

OLS OLS IV 1st

Slave share 0.020 (0.010) 0.029 (0.011) 0.041 (0.014)
Pop Black -0.020 (0.013) -0.026 (0.014) 0.415 (0.071)
Cotton prod 0.169 (0.027)
Constant 0.092 (0.003) 0.096 (0.003) 0.145 (0.011)

Adjusted R2 0.039 0.039 -0.002 0.602
N 1114 1111 1111 1115
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Table 3: Our Campaigns Summary Statistics

Panel (a) shows the number of elections falling into each category, for years 2003 and onward.
Row titles indicate which type of office the elections in that row are for. The first two columns are
for all electoral races; the third and fourth columns are for electoral races in which the winner and
the runner-up include one White and one Black candidate; the last two columns are such electoral
races between Black and White candidates that are close. Close election is defined here as those
with a vote margin between the winner and the runner-up of 10% or less of votes. Odd columns
show counts of all such elections; even columns show the count of elections in which the winner
is a Black candidate. The last row with the total counts show that for close elections between a
Black and a White candidate, the probability that the Black candidate wins is roughly half. Panel
(b) shows racial categorization of candidates using the three methods.

(a) Election counts by type (Black candidate victory in parentheses)

Office type All elections Black-White Close B-W

Federal House 2,933 ( 202 ) 111 ( 78 ) 11 ( 4 )

State Governor 308 ( 12 ) 26 ( 11 ) 15 ( 9 )
Senate 9,362 ( 655 ) 471 ( 156 ) 51 ( 24 )
House 33,046 ( 2,426 ) 1,518 ( 486 ) 145 ( 78 )

State (Other) 1,428 ( 92 ) 147 ( 49 ) 88 ( 37 )

Local County (Other) 7,350 ( 475 ) 448 ( 146 ) 77 ( 34 )
City (Other) 4,309 ( 601 ) 277 ( 148 ) 72 ( 35 )

Mayor 2,755 ( 215 ) 166 ( 74 ) 42 ( 26 )

Total 61,491 ( 4,678 ) 3,164 ( 1,148 ) 501 ( 247 )

(b) Candidate race identification

Method Asian Black Hispanic White No info

OurCampaigns tag (count) 39 276 187 921 49,938

Surname (count) 358 151 1,824 27,160 21,854
Frac same as tag 1.00 0.86 0.95 0.91

Facial recognition(count) 1,435 2,148 24,960 22,804
Frac same as tag 0.30 0.88 0.81

Final candidate count 957 1,876 1,875 36,958 9,681
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Table 4: Regression discontinuity: IAT D scores

Both panels display the main results from the regression discontinuity design. The main specification in columns (1) and (2) imposes
a 10% bandwidth (i.e. regression sample only includes elections for which the vote margin is at most 10% between the winner and
the runner-up). For observations at election i, county j, and event month t: Yi jt = α + γ11{vote margin > 0}it + δ0 [vote margin]−it +
δ1 [vote margin]+it + εi jt where “vote margin” is the percentage point vote margin between the Black candidate and the White candidate.
Column (3) imposes a tighter 5% bandwidth. Columns (4)-(6) uses optimal bandwidths from Calonico et al. (2014), with linear, quadratic
and cubic control functions and triangular kernel. Estimates for second- and third-order polynomial terms for the post-period – as well as
all polynomial estimates for the pre-period – are not displayed. Columns (7)-(9) replicate columns (1), (2) and (4) with the “mandatory”
sub-sample. Observations are weighted by the fraction of the geography (e.g. county) affected by the election. Standard errors are
clustered by election × county.

Post
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Black winner 0.025 0.025 0.017 0.021 0.023 0.026 0.025 0.035 0.024
(0.010) (0.012) (0.014) (0.010) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.010)

Margin (winner) -0.004 -0.001 0.002 -0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 -0.000
(0.001) (0.002) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Margin (loser) 0.001 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.000
(0.002) (0.002) (0.006) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Observations 23590 21462 14672 37008 47646 62914 18177 16481 32058

Pre

Black winner 0.003 0.008 -0.008 0.005 0.008 0.012 0.012 0.022 0.000
(0.009) (0.010) (0.012) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.014) (0.011)

Observations 23437 22271 15083 37291 47875 62212 15319 14421 27604

Demo-adjusted O O O O O O O
Only mandatory O O O
Bandwidth 10 10 5 23.8 32 45.7 10 10 28.2
Polynomial 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1
Triangular kernel O O O O
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Table 5: Heterogeneity

The table display results from the regression-discontinuity design, with heterogeneous effects. The
specification imposes a 10% bandwidth (i.e. regression sample only includes elections for which
the vote margin is at most 10% between the winner and the runner-up). For observations at election
i, county j, and event month t, the following regression specification is run and columns (1)-(3)
report the two γ1 on the Black-victory dummy and its interaction with another indicator for the
county having above-median IAT in 2005, Black population share or income respectively:

Yi jt =
{

α + γ11{vote margin > 0}it +δ0 [vote margin]−it +δ1 [vote margin]+it
}

×
{

1,1{county has high level of ...} j

}
+ηi jt

where “vote margin” is the percentage point vote margin between the Black candidate and the
White candidate. The first indicator term denotes a dummy for elections in which the Black candi-
date won. The next two terms are linear controls separately for elections where the White candidate
won (i.e. negative vote margin) and where the Black candidate won (i.e. positive vote margin).
Observations are weighted by the fraction of the geography (e.g. county) affected by the election.
In the last three columns, the RD regression is run for sub-samples, divided by office types.

By county’s By office type

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IAT Black pop Income Mayor US House Other

Black winner 0.014 -0.001 0.057 0.060 0.115 0.014
(0.017) (0.021) (0.024) (0.022) (0.057) (0.013)

× high level 0.018 0.029 -0.054
(0.023) (0.025) (0.027)

Observations 21462 21462 21462 1574 1006 18882
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Table 6: Economic gaps: RD and IV estimates

This table displays both the reduced-form RD results for economic gaps and the second-stage
estimates of an instrumental variables regression, using the regression discontinuity (dummy for
the Black candidate’s victory) as the instrument. The main specification imposes a 10% bandwidth
(i.e. regression sample only includes elections for which the vote margin is at most 10% between
the winner and the runner-up). For observations at election i, county j, and event year t, the
following regression specification is run, and I report β1 for different outcome variable Yi jt :

Yi jt = β0 +β1 ˆIATi jt + δ̃0 [vote margin]−it + δ̃1 [vote margin]+it + εi jt

IATi jt = α + γ11{vote margin > 0}it +δ0 [vote margin]−it +δ1 [vote margin]+it +ηi jt

where “vote margin” is the percentage point vote margin between the Black candidate and the
White candidate. The first indicator term denotes a dummy for elections in which the Black candi-
date won. The next two terms are linear controls separately for elections where the White candidate
won (i.e. negative vote margin) and where the Black candidate won (i.e. positive vote margin).
Observations are weighted by the fraction of the county affected by the election. Standard errors
in parentheses are clustered at the election × county level.

Labor market Mortgage

transition to employment log originate rejection
unemployment to pop to pop rate

Reduced-form RD estimates

Black winner 0.025 -0.050 -0.256 0.035
(0.011) (0.032) (0.111) (0.015)

Observations 4510 4376 4311 4166
Adjusted R2 0.004 0.023 0.024 0.027

Second-stage IV estimates

IAT (adj) 0.443 -1.234 -4.339 0.634
(0.237) (0.802) (2.534) (0.349)

Observations 3265 3188 3099 3015

Transition-to-unemployment RD estimates by employee count

0-19 20-49 50-249 250-499 500+

Black win 0.030 -0.042 -0.003 -0.012 0.011
( 0.019) ( 0.035) ( 0.021) ( 0.017) ( 0.014)
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